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The travel bug
TIMKozma developed a

passion for travel as a boy
when his parents took the
family away for three months
of travelling around Europe in
a yellow 1972 VW van. The trip
pointed Tim towards a career
teaching skiing in the Austrian
alps and seeing the wonders of
Europe as a tour manager for
Contiki and Insight Tours.
Having led more than 2000

people on 55 different tours
throughout Europe, varying
from seven to 37 days, Tim was
well aware of the shortcomings
of some tour itineraries,
particularly those catering for
30 to 40 year olds.

‘‘There was this group of

people who’d been completely
ignored in the world of touring,
so I thought I would have a go
at designing my own tours,’’
Tim explains.
Backed by Tim’s knowledge

and experience, his Quo Vadis
Holidays feature shorter drives,
longer stays, more free time as
well as activities for 30-40 year
old such as visiting vineyards in
Tuscany and exploring
Mediterranean fishing villages.

‘‘Instead of the whirlwind
tours that visit 15 countries in
20 days, we take our time to
experience the culture,’’ he
said. Tim will feature his
specialised Europe tours at the
Holiday & Travel Show.

Mountain beauty: Lesotho boasts the highestwaterfall in Africa.

Five-star benefits
I

N2008Nick King and
Chris McEvoy opened
the first five-star
mountain lodge in
Lesotho, in the south of

the African continent. The
project became the catalyst for
them to give back to the
African community by
establishing a trust to help
educate locals about AIDS and
literacy.
Friends for 45 years, the

charitable duo will be at the
Holiday & Travel Show to
spread the word about their
project and their lodge.
Maliba Lodge sits in a

pristine valley nestled between
rugged mountains. Rather than
the development being
detrimental to the local way of
life, Nick and Chris determined
it would also be a boost to the
villages in the area.
They hired locals for the

building of the resort, providing
the tools and teaching them the
required skills. As a result,
many of them are still being
employed by the Lodge today.
‘‘We have 33 staff and 75 per
cent of those have been with us
from the beginning. They feel it
is their own lodge too,’’ says
Nick.
In recent years, Nick and

Chris have gone above and
beyond normal employment
relationships, helping the locals
by establishing theMaliba
Community Trust program.

Although Lesotho has a literary
rate of 85 per cent, which
greatly exceeds most other
areas in Africa, there are still
major problems with AIDS,
poverty andmalnutrition.
Some 60 per cent of the

population are living under the
poverty line. The trust program
brings Australian teachers to
five local schools where they
help with the tuition of the
students and teachers to
improve their skills.

‘‘We’re really proud of what
we’ve done so far and hope to
continue the program for as
long as possible,’’ says Nick.
Nick and Chris will talk

about their project and their
Lesotho lodge at the show.

Girls going global
FORHayleyMorris, the

phrase, girls just wanna
have fun, is her life mantra.
Hayley takes women on

tours around the world with no
boys allowed.
Her travel agency,

SisterhoodWomens Travel, is
the first and only women’s tour
company to be granted an
exemption from the Equal
Opportunity Act 1995.
Hayley was inspired to open

her agency after meeting many
women who, like her, wanted
to travel the world but had no
one to travel with.

‘‘I had been working at
another travel agency and
meeting women of all ages who

were coming in wanting help
with holidays but did not want
to travel alone,’’ she says.

‘‘Some of them had partners
who did not want to visit the
same places as them, while
others were older women
whose partners had passed
away or single women whose
friends had different work
commitments and so weren’t
available to travel.’’
Hayley’s tours travel to Bali,

Canada, China, Egypt, Japan,
New Zealand and Europe.
She will be at the Holiday

and Travel Show, where she
hopes to enlist fellow female
fun seekers for her girls-only
global tours.

Guides to northern exposure
TIESTE Stelma and Jayde

Kincaid are adrenalin
junkies. They search for

adventure in the northern most
parts of the globe, scouting polar
bears in the Arctic, camel trekking
in Gobi and experiencing the
phenomena of the Aurora
Borealis (Northern Lights).
And Tieste and Jayde are now

giving Australians the chance to
create their own wild adventures
up north with their appearance at
the Holiday & Travel Show.
Tieste and Jayde had clocked

up 35 years working for large travel
companies between them, when
they decided to venture out on
their own and start taking
Australians to the untouched
places of the world.

‘‘I was born in Norway and
worked taking tourists to places
that were still so natural, with
pristine lakes andmountain
ranges,’’ explains Tieste. ‘‘I loved it
and it was this passion that made
me want to take Australians to sites
only locals would know.’’
Jayde’s expertise lies in Japan.

She speaks Japanese and has a
wealth of experience taking tour
groups around the country.
The couple now specialises in the

Nordic and Polar regions;
Scandinavia, Greenland, Iceland,
Russia, China, Mongolia and Japan.
‘‘We don’t try to do everything,
only what we know really well,’’
says Tieste. ‘‘The adventures can
be anything from jeep riding in
Iceland, taking a spectacular
helicopter flight to the famous
Valley of Geysers or hiking
magnificent Mt Fuji.’’
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